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COLD OPEN
INT. GERMAN BEER HALL, NIGHT
Title card: Munich, Germany February 24th, 1920
A couple hundred blue-collar German schlubs are drinking at
a huge beer hall. A few losers dressed in Nazi uniforms push
Nazi pamphlets on them. Hitler addresses the gathering.
HITLER
<We are in a fight for the survival
of our nation and our people. Against
an invasion of foreigners, under the
yoke of debt-slavery. We are losing
our birthright and our future to a
single world-enemy, the Jews.>
The Germans are silent, but interested. Hitler is pleased.
The silence is broken by the slurring of a drunk man.
DICK
Jews? More like snoo-ooze!
Some guys laugh. Whoa! It's DICK MASTERSON who is three
beers deep wearing an America's Wingman T-shirt on sale now
at shop.dick.show
HITLER
While you snooze, the Jew is hard at
work finding new ways to deceive
you-DICK
Do my eyes deceive me? Is that a
mustache or did some chick's pussy
get stuck on this guy's face??
HAHAHA!!
Everyone laughs like assholes. Dick holds two fingers up to
his mouth and hangs his tongue out, inventing the gesture.
Guys are blown away by it. Hitler approaches Dick.
HITLER
Nein! Nein! Silence! My Nazi rally
will not be mocked!!
DICK
Look everyone, pussy-face here just
pissed his pants!
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Dick spills his beer on Hitler's groin area and everyone
shits themselves laughing. Dick stands up.
DICK (cont'd)
Guys, I don't know about Jews, but
these chicks with huge cans told me
Germans drink like a bunch of shit
schtupers. Seems to be the case.
GERMAN GUY
<We'll show them! I'm not gay!>
The Germans start drinking and shouting about not being gay
and Hitler storms off. Dick opens his Patreon-exclusive
livestream to talk to a holographic SEAN.
DICK
Sean, that was a legally binding
burn. Why haven't I Quantum Leaped
out of here?
(Sean is static-y)
Sean?
SEAN
Sorry, I had to reboot Pro Tools.
(beat)
It looks like you haven't fixed the
inefficiencies in the free market
yet.
DICK
Shit. The show is going to start late
again.
SEAN
According to Reddit, the void Hitler
left behind was filled by an even
bigger evil. Sounds like your Tinder
profile.
DICK
Great zinger, Sean, but who could be
worse than Hitler?
BERNIE SANDERS steps up to the podium flanked by some soviet
soldiers. A little bird lands on it.
BERNIE SANDERS
Yes. Drink, Comrades. Now what if I
told you those beers you're drinking
should be free?
The Germans go really nuts and drink even more.
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BERNIE SANDERS (cont'd)
Everything should be free!
The bird tries to fly away, but Bernie grabs it in a
symbolically death grip. Wow!
DICK
Oh monkey dicks.
Title Card: Time Drunk
The Dick Show
http://dick.show/episode-67/
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